
Subject: Pi in STEM 

 

Subjects: Mathematics, Geometry, Biology, Physics, Architecture, Natural Science,  

 

AIMS: 

This project is about making maths more interesting to students. The idea is to set 

numerous interesting activities where students have to do research, use the Internet 

and different online tools working in international team( etwinning project), sharing 

ideas, developing interest in mathematics,stimulating creative activity, gaining new 

experiences, in order to find how number pi (3,14), integrate in different subjects. 

 

 Project-based Learning: Students get fact-based tasks, problems to solve and they 

work in groups.  Students will develop an inquiry-based learning project.    

Students will have the opportunity to get friends from other countries in etwinning 

project and they will improve their foreign language skills, Increasing their 

creativity,build and encourage their problem solving skills in a fun way, supported 

related role modelling, career aspirations and gender equality. 

 

Lifelong Learning : The Pi number crops up in the natural world, so we give our 
students the opportunity to practice the skills necessary to create the architecture 
plan green city and evident the pi number in real life.  – like design, problem solving 
and prototyping using math and engineering because those skills will be valuable for 
them in future career. Pi number is an irrational number, where its use goes beyond 
math. Pupils will explore in the beautiful world of the famous Pi number and find  
connection with other sciences, in different professions and analyze its use in STEM. 
The number crops up in the natural world, too. It appears everywhere there's a circle, 
of course, such as the disk of the sun, the spiral of the DNA double helix, the pupil of 
the eye, the concentric rings that travel outward from splashes in ponds.  

 

Learning objectives: Students will gain a basic insight into the topic of iracionl  

number,architecture, designe 

• Students will experience implementing the knowledge  on familiar products. 

• Improving ITC skills 

• More mathematical knowledge 

• More confidence in using National and English language in communication 

• Intercultural communication 

• To augment children’s motivation for learning STEM 

• To use the acquired knowledge at the mathematics lessons for the realization of 

the personal research 

• To use the on-line applications through the demonstration of the result 

• To apply mathematics in the daily routine and to find relationships to number Pi 

with other STEM' s subjects  

• To create a favorable environment for the study of the mathematics in the other 

subjects, careers and professions. 

 

The project is based on: 

• Collaboration with the collegues, teachers, specialists  and international partners 

in eTwinning project 

• The increase of the motivation and children’s interest for the STEM field through 

the discovery. 

• the stimulation of the esprit of observation and investigation 

• the promotion of the teamwork 

• mutual collaboration and understanding from other subjects and specialists  

• students’ curiosity to present their concepts 

 

21st-century skills: Students will improve the following 21st-century skills: 

Learning Skills 

http://www.allourideas.org/trendiez/results
http://www.allourideas.org/trendiez/results


 

 

Critical Thinking 

Creative Thinking 

Collaborating  

Communicating  

 

Literacy Skills:  

Information Literacy  

Media Literacy  

Technology Literacy 

 

Life Skills:  

 Initiative 

Social Skills  

Productivity 

 

Assessment : 

Students will be required to carry out presentations in the classroom (self-assessment; 

peer-assessment; assessment by the teacher)  

Formative evaluation in addition to summative evaluation (assessment by teacher)  

Assessment of the group work (group work skills are an important part of the project)  

Science exhibition/possible experiments/artefacts from the PBL (depends on the 

students age) 

 

Tools and Resources  

Computers, Padlet, PowerPoint,  GeoGebra, Quizzes,  MovieMaker,  

 

Learning Space 

School classroom, outdoors, online space 

 

The detailed description of the activity   :  

 

Part 1: Lesson activity.  https://1drv.ms/p/s!ApVZHsX6tyRZixf9_P6aML76THXZ 

 
Activity 1 Geometry Problems based on movies 

Select some videos (short movies or extracts from movies) which can be useful to work 

Geometry. We can, for example, invent Math word problems or see how Geometry is 

used in the scene. We selected the following movies (from different genres, nationalities 

and styles) and topic to work on: 

- Pythagosaurus, useful to work on Pythagora’s theorem. 

- The Egyptian Pyramids, with a pyramid whose base is a square within a circle. 

 
What student have evidencing during  the lesson ? 
 
 
Part II: They noticed that the numer Pi is used often in this lesson. 
 
I  introduce  the theme by giving some facts about the irational numbers .  

I divide students in different groups and I give them same questions about:  

• The Story of Pi  (Annex 1) 

• What you know about Pi as irational number ? (Annex 2) 

• Where we use the number pi? (Annex 3) 

https://1drv.ms/p/s!ApVZHsX6tyRZixf9_P6aML76THXZ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xvXkOMRTs4


 

 

• How the Pi number is applicant in real live and in other sciences? (Annex 4) 

• Our Activities (Annex 5) 
 

Each group, based only on what they know so far,  Then they have to find characteristics 
that distinguish them.  

• As the  teacher  I promote the debate between groups. The final objective is to 
demystify the idea that  Pi number have big importance in  different sciences and 
industry too. 

• Groups work. Should also give more information. 

 

Part III: What can we do with this number? 

Add more information about Pi number by showing this link:  
 

1. https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/pi.html&ved=2ahUKEwjsxdWnnb7hAhWF-
6QKHWYjDnAQFjAEegQIBBAB&usg=AOvVaw3uVWYiyjrfmA67ZrunS8q0&cshid
=1554648639494. 
 
http://web.archive.org/web/20050227180712/http://www.enc.org/redirect/1,1366,,
00.shtm?Url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Ececm%2Esfu%2Eca%2Fpi%2Fpi%2Eht
ml  

The teacher presents the driving questions to students:  
“Where we can use Pi number?  
 
The teacher gives each group an actual item: It would be preferable if the class could 
make a visit to a local radio/ television or industry to fine how number Pi is used. I 
should present an example of a type of industry/ science that can use pi number. Each 
group has to make a presentation of there finding .  

 

(Annex 4) Groups give feedback to each other about the presentations.  
 

Part VI: Why Pi number?  

Students  realize  a exhibition to show and explain what they've learned about this topic 

to the whole school. If possible plan and develop a scientific project.  

 

Annex 1: The Story of Pi 

I ask students to research The Story of Pi on the internet. 

What is Pi the ratio of? 

• Who were the first people known to find a value for pi? 

• What is PI the ratio of? 

• What value of PI did the Egyptians obtain 2000 years before Christ? 

• What value of PI did the Babylonians obtain? 

• Where in the Bible is there an indication of the value of PI? 

• What was this approximate value? 

• In the first one million digits of pi, how many threes are there? 

• What does it mean to “square a circle”? 

• What was the most inaccurate version of pi?  Explain who, when and what the 

value was. 

• Who memorized 42,195 digits of Pi on Feb. 18, 1995?  Where was the person 

from? 

• In mathematics, Pi is approximately 3.14159. 

 

Annex 2 : Pi is an irrational number. 

https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/pi.html&ved=2ahUKEwjsxdWnnb7hAhWF-6QKHWYjDnAQFjAEegQIBBAB&usg=AOvVaw3uVWYiyjrfmA67ZrunS8q0&cshid=1554648639494
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/pi.html&ved=2ahUKEwjsxdWnnb7hAhWF-6QKHWYjDnAQFjAEegQIBBAB&usg=AOvVaw3uVWYiyjrfmA67ZrunS8q0&cshid=1554648639494
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/pi.html&ved=2ahUKEwjsxdWnnb7hAhWF-6QKHWYjDnAQFjAEegQIBBAB&usg=AOvVaw3uVWYiyjrfmA67ZrunS8q0&cshid=1554648639494
http://web.archive.org/web/20050227180712/http:/www.enc.org/redirect/1,1366,,00.shtm?Url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Ececm%2Esfu%2Eca%2Fpi%2Fpi%2Ehtml
http://web.archive.org/web/20050227180712/http:/www.enc.org/redirect/1,1366,,00.shtm?Url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Ececm%2Esfu%2Eca%2Fpi%2Fpi%2Ehtml
http://web.archive.org/web/20050227180712/http:/www.enc.org/redirect/1,1366,,00.shtm?Url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Ececm%2Esfu%2Eca%2Fpi%2Fpi%2Ehtml


 

 

 

a)  Write 2 or more sentences explaining what it means for a number to be irrational. 

b)  Give an example of a number that is rational and write a sentence explaining why it 

is rational. 

c)  Which approximate is more accurate for pi:  22/7 or 3.1? Explain why. Use complete 

sentences. 

 

Annex 3: Where we use the number pi? 
Resources : Great Pyramid of Giza in Egypt 
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/HistTopics/Pi_through_the_ages.html 
http://www.scientix.eu/resources/details?resourceId=23016 
http://www.scientix.eu/resources/details?resourceId=3356 
http://www.scientix.eu/resources/details?resourceId=3311 
https://www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/lesson/lesson335.shtml 

 

(Annex 4) : The application of Pi in real life include several areas like Geometry, 

Science, Trigonometry and Nature, etc. 

Science 

Formulae from other branches of science also include π in some of their important 

formulae, including sciences such as statistics, fractals, thermodynamics, mechanics, 

cosmology, number theory, and electromagnetism. It's also used to measure how fast 

and how powerful a computer is; because they can use it to check its accuracy and if 

there is any problems in its software or hardware.   

 

Nature 

Using pi, it can measure things like ocean wave, light waves, sound waves, river bends, 

radioactive particle distribution and probability like the distribution of pennies, the grid of 

nails and mountains by using a series of circles.  

 

In Art 

They can use different apps as Desmos.com to draw the pictures using circle or 

graphics of trigonometry functions 

 

Trigonometry 

 It is also used to get the value of trigonometry function like sine, cosine, tangent...etc. It 

can measure circular velocity of things like truck wheel, motor shafts, engine parts, 

gears, and it also measures of Ac voltage across a coil and a capacitor in fact they have 

a filter with a special name to it because it does not like high frequency but let the low 

frequency in ;you guess it the Pi filter . 

 

Trigonometry Classes 

π In celebration of Pi Day, the Trigonometry/Advanced Math students can investigate 

problems which involve the value of pi (approximately 3.14) in the solution. The four 

challenge problems include geometric, algebraic and trigonometric concepts. In small 

groups of three of four, the students discuss possible solutions to the problems. 

Problem #1  

What is the area of the union of two circles of radius 1 whose centers are 1 unit apart? 

Problem #2 

Find the percent increase in the area of a circular pizza if the radius is increased from 

nine to ten inches. 

Problem #3 

If a circular track is 5 meters wide and it takes a horse, traveling its fastest, pi more 

seconds to travel the outer edge than the inner edge, what is the horse's speed? 

http://www.goldennumber.net/phi-pi-great-pyramid-egypt/
http://web.archive.org/web/20050227180712/http:/www.enc.org/redirect/1,1366,,00.shtm?Url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Dgroups%2Edcs%2Est%2Dand%2Eac%2Euk%2F%7Ehistory%2FHistTopics%2FPi%5Fthrough%5Fthe%5Fages%2Ehtml
http://www.scientix.eu/resources/details?resourceId=23016
http://www.scientix.eu/resources/details?resourceId=3356
http://www.scientix.eu/resources/details?resourceId=3311
https://www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/lesson/lesson335.shtml


 

 

 

Algebra II Classes π Functions can be fun! 

 - Students collect data and discover the functional relationships between varying 

quantities. 

 - Students will be working in groups. They are provided with an assortment of cans, 

varying in height and radius. They will measure 10 different cans, using string and 

rulers, then record the measurements on a worksheet. 

They then create a scatter plot and find the line of best fit and answer questions relating 

to the graph. We have hear about  sine waves. Sine waves have a fundamental period 

of 2*pi, so pi becomes vital in signal processing, spectrum analysis. F: y= sinx. 

 

Annex 3 

Resources: 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://www.greenworl

dinvestor.com/2016/06/05/life-is-weird-ten-real-life-applications-of-the-most-

famous-number-in-the-world-

pi/&ved=2ahUKEwi1l_q7qL7hAhVMIlAKHffICmgQFjAAegQIARAB&usg=AOvVaw3

ePV0m0z4cpUSKFxLbElGn 

We all know that Pi (3.14159265359……) is the ratio of the circumference to the 

diameter of a circle. It is an irrational number with digits going on infinitely, following no 

specific pattern and is represented by the Greek letter ?. But what is generally not 

known are the other non-numerical places where Pi can be found. Though Pi is number, 

it doesn’t mean it can be used only Mathematics. In the list below, we will describe the 

other areas where Pi has found applications. 

10 Astrophysics & Astronomy 
Just as Pi is infinite it helps in studying the infinite stars in the universe. Pi was used by 
early astronomers to study the Earth and its rotation, as well as its orbits. Pi even helps 
in searching for new planets and their atmospheres (called exoplanets) outside our 
solar system. It has been used in calculating the density of a planet, which in turn tells 
us about the nature of the planet (whether it is made up of rocks or gases). 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://www.greenworldinvestor.com/2016/06/05/life-is-weird-ten-real-life-applications-of-the-most-famous-number-in-the-world-pi/&ved=2ahUKEwi1l_q7qL7hAhVMIlAKHffICmgQFjAAegQIARAB&usg=AOvVaw3ePV0m0z4cpUSKFxLbElGn
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://www.greenworldinvestor.com/2016/06/05/life-is-weird-ten-real-life-applications-of-the-most-famous-number-in-the-world-pi/&ved=2ahUKEwi1l_q7qL7hAhVMIlAKHffICmgQFjAAegQIARAB&usg=AOvVaw3ePV0m0z4cpUSKFxLbElGn
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://www.greenworldinvestor.com/2016/06/05/life-is-weird-ten-real-life-applications-of-the-most-famous-number-in-the-world-pi/&ved=2ahUKEwi1l_q7qL7hAhVMIlAKHffICmgQFjAAegQIARAB&usg=AOvVaw3ePV0m0z4cpUSKFxLbElGn
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://www.greenworldinvestor.com/2016/06/05/life-is-weird-ten-real-life-applications-of-the-most-famous-number-in-the-world-pi/&ved=2ahUKEwi1l_q7qL7hAhVMIlAKHffICmgQFjAAegQIARAB&usg=AOvVaw3ePV0m0z4cpUSKFxLbElGn
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://www.greenworldinvestor.com/2016/06/05/life-is-weird-ten-real-life-applications-of-the-most-famous-number-in-the-world-pi/&ved=2ahUKEwi1l_q7qL7hAhVMIlAKHffICmgQFjAAegQIARAB&usg=AOvVaw3ePV0m0z4cpUSKFxLbElGn
http://www.studentguide.org/all-about-pi-everything-you-need-to-know-then-some/


 

 

Pi has also been used in calculating the number of seconds in a year, which 
approximates to pi times 10 million seconds. 

NASA uses Pi to calculate the trajectory of a spacecraft (pi transfer), for measuring 
craters, learning about the composition of asteroids. Lately Pi was also used in 
calculating the amount of hydrogen present in the ocean beneath the surface of 
Jupiter’s moon Europa. Yes, there is Pi in the sky too… 
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/infographics/infographic.view.php?id=11257 
 
9 Sound & Light 
As we know sound and light are made up of waves. Our primary senses of seeing and 
hearing are also dependent on light and sound waves. Pi is found in sine waves that is 
used for signal processing in sound and light waves. These sound waves have 
numerous applications in our day to day life. Pi can be helpful in studying the way 
springs bounce, pendulums swing and strings vibrate. One full sine wave is completed 
in two times Pi. 
Another important application of these sound waves is in taking an ultrasound of a baby 

in the womb. It also helps in studying the behaviour of ocean waves – their frequency, 

wavelength and amplitude. Earthquakes can cause Tsunamis which caused huge 
devastation during 2004 in Asia. 

Pi comes into play even when we are talking over phone, watching television or 
listening to the radio. 

 
8 Genetics 
Did you know that Pi can be found within our body? Pi is found in the most basic 
structure of human body – the DNA. DNA or deoxyribonucleic acid is the main 
constituent of chromosomes and the carrier of genetic information, which gives 
biological instructions making each species unique. 

DNA is typically 1.8 meters long and forms the nucleus of our body cell with only 10 
microns in average diameter. For our long DNA to fit in the constrained area, it wraps 
itself to form nucleosomes which look like a string of beads. This string is 1.5 times pi 
shorter than our DNA. 

Another place where pi is found is in the spiral of the DNA double helix. The ladder like 
structure of the DNA helix is held together by Pi bonds. These Pi bonds are stacking 
interactions that help to keep the structure in place.( Students see video) 
 
7 Construction 
Pi plays an important role in construction and architecture. Since Pi is associated with 
circles, anything with curvature has Pi like pillars, wires and pipes used in construction. 
It can be used to get answers to questions like how much power will run through a wire 
with xx cross section or how much should be the size of a wire or a pillar to be used for 
a particular purpose. Pi was found in the measurements of the Great Pyramid of Giza in 

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/news.php?feature=4508
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/infographics/infographic.view.php?id=11257
http://mathforum.org/library/drmath/view/57045.html
http://mathforum.org/library/drmath/view/57045.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCYqGy78_6Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCYqGy78_6Q
http://www.goldennumber.net/phi-pi-great-pyramid-egypt/


 

 

Egypt. The vertical height of the pyramid and the perimeter of its base have the same 
relationship as the radius of a circle has to its circumference. 

Pi has been used in the construction of arches, bridges, churches and buildings. Since 
the bridges and arches are semicircles, Pi helps in determining perimeter of the 
semicircle which in turn helps in calculating the amount of material required for 
construction. 

6 Probability & Statistics 
Pi is often called the magic number and computing pi is a stress test for even a 
computer. Not only does it help in calculations and numbers, it also appears in many 
fundamental equations that have nothing to do with circles. 

It has lot of importance in statistics and is also widely used in analysing the probability 
or chance of anything happening or not happening. Pi is used by statisticians to track 
population dynamics and occurs in the tables of death. 

Since Pi is composed of billions and trillions of digits, every possible number we can 
think of is hidden somewhere in Pi. It is amazing to think that any number for example 
our date of birth, phone number, or even bank account number can be found in Pi. 

The mathematical expression for the bell curve known as normal distribution has pi in it. 
Normal distribution is important in statistics. 

5 Literary works 
Many people have tried to learn the digits of Pi using mnemonic techniques. They 
decipher the digits into words using the same number of letters. This form of 
constrained writing is called “Pilish”, in which the digits of the number Pi matches the 
length of consecutive words. 

This form of writing has also been used by Alex Bellos in his book “Alex’s Adventure in 
Numberland”. “Contact” by Carl Sagan is a science fiction novel which was published in 
1985. This novel involved communication with an extra-terrestrial life form, where Pi 
was used to decipher a message from them. 

Lu Chao from China holds the current Guinness World record for memorizing Pi upto 
67,000 decimal places. It took nearly 10 hours for an Indian to successfully recite up to 
70,000 digits of Pi in March 2015. Pi has been the source of inspiration behind many 
literary works including books, songs and poems. 
 
4 Hollywood Fame 
No number has become as famous a star in Hollywood as Pi has. 

Pi has been the source of inspiration for Hollywood director Darren Aronofsky. His 
movie “Pi” that was released in 1998, revolves around the life of a mathematician who 
wanted to unlock the patterns of life governed by this unique number. In 1995, “The 
Net” starring Sandra Bullock was released. This movie had Pi as the centre of the plot. 
There is also a song inspired by the first hundred digits of Pi. This song was sung by 
Kate Bush in her album Aerial, which was released in 2005. Kate is known for her 
experimental music. Famous author Mike Keith used the first 10,000 digits of Pi to write 
an entire book – “Not A Wake”. Nobel Prize winner Wislawa Szymborska wrote a poem 
about Pi.  There is also a Pi symphony which you can listen to… . 
 
3 Nature 
Anything which has a diameter and a circumference can have Pi applied to it. Pi can be 
found in the rainbow, in the moon, in the sun, in the pupil of the eye and even in a falling 
raindrop. We can also find this magical number in the sound of a pulsing heart or a 

http://www.goldennumber.net/phi-pi-great-pyramid-egypt/
http://riaus.org.au/articles/the-real-life-of-pi/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0138704/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0138704/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0113957/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0113957/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPn4tgmU8ek&src_vid=TUErNWBOkUM&annotation_id=annotation_4156531491&feature=iv


 

 

planet orbiting a star. When people want to measure ripples emanating from a central 
point, they use pi. It also appears in colors. 

Pi has been used to measure the sinuosity of rivers and the way a river meanders. If we 
measure the total length of any river in the world and divide by its straight route from its 
source to mouth, it averages to Pi. 
We can’t see pi with our naked eye, but we are dependent on Pi. Isn’t it weird how a 
numerical ratio governs our life and is present in so many places in nature? Finally, pi 
emerges in the shapes of rivers. A river's windiness is determined by its "meandering 
ratio," or the ratio of the river's actual length to the distance from its source to its mouth 
as the crow flies. Rivers that flow straight from source to mouth have small meandering 
ratios, while ones that lollygag along the way have high ones. Turns out, the average 
meandering ratio of rivers approaches — you guessed it — pi. 

2 Baking a Pie 

Readers will also find it interesting to know that there is a “Pi Day” which is celebrated 

every year on March 14th. The reason is because this date roughly equals to 3.14, when 

written as a numerical date. 

People bake pies to commemorate this day and guess what Pi will help you determine 

the size of your pie. The presence of Pi can be felt in our day to day life. We will find Pi 

giving answers to some of our most daily questions like: 

If we want to paint a cylindrical object, how much paint will be required? 

If we want to frost a round cake, how much icing will we need? 

How much water will be needed to fill a circular swimming pool? 

Even pizza boxes have to consider pi when making them. 

 

1 Fashion & Accessories 

Many people believe that fashion is not for the geeks. But Pi has crossed the Math 

textbooks and entered the fashion world as well. 

The famous French brand Givenchy makes cologne for sexy intelligent men 

called Pi. There are numerous other Pi-themed items like fashion accessories, clothes, 

t-shirts, bags, scarfs, watch, key chains and jewellery. 

Other products inspired by Pi are Pi pie pans, Pi cookies, Pi cookie cutters, Pi shaped 
ice cube trays etc. 
A number of these products are sold on the Pi day when people use/wear them to 
celebrate the day. There are also special sales and deals which are used to promote 
these products. All these fashion items and giveaways are a great way to motivate kids 
in learning maths. Before we wrap up, here is another geeky fact about Pi – the famous 
physicist Albert Einstein was born on the Pi day. 
 
 
Activities :  

1) My students  decorate their clothes with the pi symbol! These are a necessity 

when we do make your own Pi day t-shirts.  I have students bring in a light 

colored t-shirt from home or purchase a large pack of white undershirts.  Then 

they decorate their t-shirts with a giant Pi symbol and facts about pi.  Everyone 

wears them on Pi day and it makes fpr a great group picture.This is my Pi Day t-

shirt.  It is awesome!  It really lets out my inner math geek and who doesn't love 

an excuse to wear a t-shirt to work? Every year there are more pi themed shirts 

to choose from.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUErNWBOkUM
http://www.exploratorium.edu/pi/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B000C1VX6M/ref=cm_sw_su_dp?tag=wwwgreenwo004-20
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00GTB1X8C/ref=cm_sw_su_dp?tag=wwwgreenwo004-20
http://voices.nationalgeographic.com/2016/03/14/pi-day-3-14-in-a-leap-year-and-albert-einstein/


 

 

2) Why not have students learn about geometry, let them inquire and get insight into 

the use of mathematics while designing a friendly city? In fact, the design of  

building is a complex task involving many variables. Architects have to think 

about the structure, the distribution of the space , orientation of the building, etc. 

When students design the lay-out possible city, they learn about perimeters, 

areas, rectangles, lengths and so forth and understand how they interact and 

how they are used in reality. There are many opportunities of including such 

examples in STEM education. You will find more tasks in relation to the world of 

work and materials for a professional development course intended to prepare 

teachers for including connections to the world of work on  

 

 

3) ( Neighborhood  architecarchitecture   plan made by  expert) 

3)  Pizza Problem. Pi means circles, and circles mean pizza? Have a pizza “pi” party for 

launch. The students measure the diameter and circumference of the pizzas and do the 

math. Then, reinforce a lesson on fractions by cutting each pie into a different number of 

slices and discussing the ratio that one piece is to the whole pie. Make it extra fun by 

using a clever π-shaped pizza cutter! Students are given the diameter and the calories, 



 

 

per square unit, of a pizza. They must determine the measure of the central angle of a 

slice, given a restriction of number of calories per slice. 

4) Project activities promote the search of the unusual mathematical things and the 

practicability of the mathematics which can be recognized in our daily environment. An 

example of this is listening to peoples' voices and rating them from high to low (bass).  If 

we access to a computer with a microphone and a sound player with a graphic display 

of the sound, you can take a sample of the voices and play them back in a sound player 

and watch the graph. The frequency plot that they are showing when the sound plays  is 

actually used by engineers to do such things as decide sampling  rates, ideal 

processing of the sound, etc., and the graph is usually  in multiples of 2*pi. 

5) FAVORITE PIE GRAPHS.  Have students vote for their favorite type of pie.  Find the 

percent of the class that voted for each type of pie.  Calculate the percent of 360 

degrees for each “slice”.  Have the students make a PIE GRAPH of the results.  Make 

the graph inside of a pie tin. 

                           

 

Activity -  Show a picture. Have the students answer the questions as they watch the 

picture. 

1)         A curve is line that is constantly changing its __________. 

2)         A flexible line hanging from 2 supports is called a __________ curve. 

3)         Name 2 types of curves in a roller coaster.  __________ ________. 

5)         Why were roller coasters redesigned from loop-to-loops to teardrops? 

4)         What is the distance from the center of a circle to the edge of a circle, that is the 

fixed distance from the center called? __ 

6)         Part of a circle is called an ______? 

7)         How many degrees in a circle? _________ 

8)         The distance around a circle is the ____________ and the distance across a 

circle is the __________. 

9)         Archimedes discovered that the circumference of a circle was a little more than 

_____ times the diameter.  He expressed this comparison with an approximate ratio of 

_____ to ______. 

10)       Pi rounded to the nearest hundredth is 3._____.  What is the symbol for PI? 

11)        Pi is the ratio of ______________ to _________. 

12)       The formula for the circumference of a circle is C = ________. 

13)       What is the approximate distance all the way around the world? 

14)       A circle that fits just inside of a square has a circumference of about what 

fraction of the perimeter of the square? ________ 

15)       What shape do the 12 sections of the lemons placed together resemble? 

16)       What is the formula for the area of a circle? 

17)       Why are the left tires of a wing sprint car smaller than the right tires? 

18)       How many days are in the moon’s cycle? 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

  

➢ Offers these questions for self-reflection: 

• What aspect of your work do you think was most effective? Why? How so? 

• What aspect of your work do think was least effective? Why? How so? 

• What specific action(s) would improve your performance based on the feedback you received? 

• What did you learn from working on this task — about the content, topic, process, and/or yourself? 

 
 

Web Resources 

1. www.mathcinema.blogspot.gr/ 

2. https://www.slideshare.net/mobile/cinemathsparadise_GR/guide-for-teachers 

 

 

3. blog.scientix.eu/2016/08/10/european-movies-in-teaching-and-learning-mathematics-part-1/ 

4. blog.scientix.eu/2016/08/22/european-movies-in-teaching-and-learning-mathematics-part-2/ 

5. blog.scientix.eu/2016/08/24/european-movies-in-teaching-and-learning-mathematics-part-3/ 

6. Teach with movies 

 

Read more: http://m.cinemath.webnode.com/spain/how-math-is-seen-in-movies/ 

 

7. The Pi Pages 

http://www.mathcinema.blogspot.gr/
https://www.slideshare.net/mobile/cinemathsparadise_GR/guide-for-teachers
http://blog.scientix.eu/2016/08/10/european-movies-in-teaching-and-learning-mathematics-part-1/
http://blog.scientix.eu/2016/08/22/european-movies-in-teaching-and-learning-mathematics-part-2/
http://blog.scientix.eu/2016/08/24/european-movies-in-teaching-and-learning-mathematics-part-3/
http://www.teachwithmovies.org/index.html
http://m.cinemath.webnode.com/spain/how-math-is-seen-in-movies/?utm_source=copy&utm_medium=paste&utm_campaign=copypaste&utm_content=http%3A%2F%2Fm.cinemath.webnode.com%2Fspain%2Fhow-math-is-seen-in-movies%2F


 

 

http://www.cecm.sfu.ca/pi/pi.html: A super site, good for middle school students and even 
better for high school students. Covers the history of pi, people who computed pi values, 
news about pi, pi art, and lots more. 

8. A History of Pi: http://www-groups.dcs.st-
and.ac.uk/~history/HistTopics/Pi_through_the_ages.html 

An interesting treatment of the history of pi, with a number of web links and a reference 
list. 

1. Making a Pi Necklace: http://mathforum.org/teachers/middle/activities/pi_day.html 

A seventh grade teacher uses this activity as a way to introduce irrational numbers. 

2. Activities for Pi Mathematics: 
http://archive.ncsa.uiuc.edu/edu/RSE/RSEorange/Piactivities.html 

(Part of an ENC Digital Dozen selection, ENC#004496) Middle school activities. 

3. Pi Day Songs: http://www.winternet.com/~mchristi/piday.html Appropriate for 3/14 of any 
year and usually sung at 1:59 p.m., of course. 

4. Archimedes and the Computation of Pi: 
http://www.math.utah.edu/~alfeld/Archimedes/Archimedes.html 

An applet for middle and high school geometry students that lets them investigate 
Archimedes' computation of pi graphically and interactively. 

5. Graphics for the Calculus Classroom: Archimedes' Calculation of Pi : 
http://www.ima.umn.edu/~arnold/graphics.html#archimedes 

(Part of an ENC Digital Dozen selection, ENC#004507) Grades 11-12+. Archimedes' 
approach is illustrated here in a sequence of slides. 

 

6. Famous Problems in the History of Mathematics: Finding the Value of Pi 

http://mathforum.org/isaac/problems/pi1.html 

(Part of an ENC Digital Dozen selection, ENC#013284) Grades 6-12+. Besides the 
history of humankind's understanding of pi, this site offers a page of values of pi 
calculated throughout the ages. 

7. Monte Carlo Estimation for Pi  

http://polymer.bu.edu/java/java/montepi/MontePi.html 

Grades 11-12. How closely can you estimate pi by throwing darts at a figure of a circle 
inscribed in a square? After you read about the problem, try the applet to find out.  

http://web.archive.org/web/20050227180712/http:/www.enc.org/redirect/1,1366,,00.shtm?Url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Ececm%2Esfu%2Eca%2Fpi%2Fpi%2Ehtml
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/HistTopics/Pi_through_the_ages.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/HistTopics/Pi_through_the_ages.html
http://mathforum.org/teachers/middle/activities/pi_day.html
http://archive.ncsa.uiuc.edu/edu/RSE/RSEorange/Piactivities.html
http://www.winternet.com/~mchristi/piday.html
http://www.math.utah.edu/~alfeld/Archimedes/Archimedes.html
http://www.ima.umn.edu/~arnold/graphics.html#archimedes
http://web.archive.org/web/20050227180712/http:/www.enc.org/redirect/1,1366,,00.shtm?Url=http%3A%2F%2Fmathforum%2Eorg%2Fisaac%2Fproblems%2Fpi1%2Ehtml
http://web.archive.org/web/20050227180712/http:/www.enc.org/redirect/1,1366,,00.shtm?Url=http%3A%2F%2Fpolymer%2Ebu%2Eedu%2Fjava%2Fjava%2Fmontepi%2FMontePi%2Ehtml


 

 

8. Pi Mathematics 

http://archive.ncsa.uiuc.edu/edu/RSE/RSEorange/buttons.html 

 

 

http://web.archive.org/web/20050227180712/http:/www.enc.org/redirect/1,1366,,00.shtm?Url=http%3A%2F%2Farchive%2Encsa%2Euiuc%2Eedu%2Fedu%2FRSE%2FRSEorange%2Fbuttons%2Ehtml

